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contact us today for clean, dry, 
climate controlled storage

734-761-1088

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088  
www.arbormotion.com/rennstatt

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

winter 
storage
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Car People

I made a decision, after one year of 
college, to attend a trade school for 
auto mechanics in downtown Detroit.  
Up to that point I had led a pretty 
sheltered life growing up in Ann Arbor.  
The 60’s weren’t exactly a quiet time 
in our nation with protests, riots and 

a very unpopular war going on, but Ann Arbor had always 
been something of a shelter against the nation’s storms.  
My parent’s house never had a locked door and keys to the 
car were left where we’d be sure never to lose them: safely 
in the ignition lock.
 I prepared myself for what I anticipated to be a huge 
culture shock.  Detroit, after all, had a pretty scary reputation 
and I would have to learn to assimilate with “greasers”, my 
perception of what car guys were in those days.  I cut my 
hair short, not so much to fit in but because long hair wasn’t 
permitted at the trade school I was about to attend.  I had a 
fellow hippie buddy who had enrolled with me and we both 
owned old, beaten up VW Beetles that we took turns driving 
one hour into the depths of Detroit.  While the haircuts may 
have helped keep our true identities hidden, the VWs made 
us stick out like a sore thumb!  The first couple of days or 
so I kept to myself trying to learn my new surroundings so 
I could develop survival techniques.  By the time I worked 
up sufficient courage to actually start talking to fellow 
students, I got a very big surprise.  These guys, with their 
slicked back hair and leather jackets, were totally cool!  I 
learned very quickly that people were just people and these 
guys were more than willing to accept me and my friend 
for what we were.  Sure, we got kidded good-naturedly 
about our background but their acceptance was genuine.  
It wasn’t long before we were hanging out with several of 
them after school at a local bar shooting pool and drinking 
beer.  Cars were our common interest and that was enough 
to overcome our different backgrounds.  It turned out that 
I was the one who was close-minded and prejudiced about 
stereotypes. 
 The school was a unique experience for me for me in 
many other ways.  Every school I had attended prior to this 
seemed to be teaching skills that had little or no value.  I 
had difficulty understanding how algebra would ever have a 
practical application in my life or why history was important.  
Everything I learned at this new place was a skill I could 
utilize in a trade that had value to me.  The instructors had 
all worked as auto mechanics and were passionate and 

highly experienced in their particular subject.  The approach 
to learning was strict and no-nonsense but not lacking in 
compassion.  One morning, shortly after class had started, 
we were summoned from our classrooms to assemble in 
the main shop.  One of my fellow student’s highly modified, 
muscle-car had been stolen from our parking lot just as 
class had begun.  Our head instructor dispatched us in our 
cars to drive through the local neighborhoods in search of 
the thieves.  If the car were spotted, we were to take no 
direct action other than to note the location and notify the 
police directly.  I can still visualize almost three hundred 
young men jumping into their cars and streaming into the 
streets of Detroit with one, lone VW Beetle bringing up 
the rear.  Sadly, the stolen car was not recovered that day 
but an important lesson in community had been taught.  I 
knew that every staff member of that school and my fellow 
students had my back.  
 Since that time I have continued to experience the same 
phenomenon with regards to people and car culture.  I have 
cemented many great friendships with folks from every 
walk of life through our common interest in cars, Porsches 
being the marque of choice.  Porsches are fabulous cars 
but, in a sense, they are nothing more than a catalyst that 
brings people together.  Our club events, whether social or 
driving, can be a place where politics, professions and other 
differences take a back seat to the interest of cars and the 
passion for driving perfection.  
 Rick Mammel, our past president, often accurately 
stated that ours is a club with three hundred members but 
only about seventy of them actually participate or take 
advantage of our offerings on a regular basis.  If you are 
actually reading this, instead of starting a fire or wrapping 
fish in it, consider this as a bit of a challenge.  Why not make 
this the year that you set aside some notions you might 
have about our club and its members, and try coming out 
to a couple of events?  I promise we won’t bite or snipe 
at you about you or your car if it isn’t pristine.  We are far 
more interested in getting to know you as a person and 
potentially make a new friend than we are one-upping 
your social or economic status.  After all, any club that 
would have a knuckle scraping, hippie-greaser type as their 
president can’t be all that bad.  

On the Grid
 By RSR President Tim Pott 
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Ready Yet?
D.E. Prep/Tech Day
Saturday, April 15
10 am to 4 pm at Munk's Motors
Inspections in time for the first PCA DEs
and Waterford Hills OTDs of the season

We will take appointments for inspections
that day. Call 248-681-8081 for details. 

Bring your car, your questions about
High Performance Driver education, 
and an appetite. Lunch will be provided
at this family-friendly event.
RSVP encouraged to events@munks.com
Free brake flush and alignment measurement
for D.E. instructors

NO CHARGE

No obligation. Any car. Valid through 3/31/17. One special, discount, or freebie per order per visit. Call for details.

Stop by for the Pothole Special:
A free alignment report, while you wait.

Michigan's #1 Rated Bosch Service Center

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081
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RSR Calendar of Events

For more information on surrounding area events, see 
“Around the Zone” on page 15.

February 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth

March 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s Cab-
in, Plymouth

March 18 (Sat.) 10:00 AM:  Time With Tim, ArborMotion/
Rennstatt -- Host: Tim Pott.

April 4 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s Cabin, 
Plymouth

April 15 (Sat.) 10:00 AM:  Time With Tim, ArborMotion/
Rennstatt -- Host: Tim Pott.

May 2 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s Cabin, 
Plymouth

May 16 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford Hills

May 20 (Sat.) 10:00 AM:  Time With Tim, ArborMotion/
Rennstatt -- Host: Tim Pott.

June 6 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s Cabin, 
Plymouth

June 15-18 (Thurs.-Sun.): RSR Drivers’ Education Grattan 
Raceway

July 11 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s Cabin, 
Plymouth

July 18 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford Hills

August 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s Cab-
in, Plymouth

August 11-12 (Fri.-Sat.): RSR Drivers’ Education Water-
ford Hills

September 12 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth

September 19 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford 
Hills

October 3 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth 

November 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth 

December 5 (Tue.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth

As Rally Sport Region’s perpetual Treasurer, Burghard Linn’s 
years of service are a conerstone of our club’s success.  He 
not only maintains the “books” with German precision, but 
he is quick to help others in any way he can.



Howard	  
Cooper	   	  
Import	  

Porsche	  of	  Ann	  Arbor

We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.

We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor
Come visit our brand new Porsche building

2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street.  go North 1/2 mile...

Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.

Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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Current Membership 495*

Member Anniversaries

Membership

Welcome New Members

January Anniversaries:
Denis & Bethany Hall .....................28
Matt & Dru Huber.......................... 24
Greg & Deborah Peet ....................17
Jim & Kari Dowty ........................... 15
Kurt & Hiroe Peterson ...................13
Al & Marianne Gaulin  ...................11
Steve & Cynny Spencer ...................  7
William Casey .................................  1
Rick Farrow ...................................... 1

February Anniversaries:
Jim & Loretta Dunham ...................30
Wally & Eve Haley ..........................23
John & Bill Heider .......................... 23

Roy & Kay Retzlaff .......................... 22
Kevin & Dianne Spicher .................22
Ken & Charles Dill ..........................21
Gary & Maggie Hibler ....................21
Tom & Jan Krueger ........................21
John & Katerina Roumanis ............18
Gerry Plocharczyk & Victoria Reinert .
....................................................... 17
Wayne Ellis & Patricia Novak .........14
Jeremy & Nicholas Goddard ..........12
Robert & Sandra Avery ..................11
Roland & Kyle Heiberger ................10
Mark & Betty Schick ......................10
Steven & Trevor Wild ......................  9
Vince Pernell ...................................  8

Orgun & Saadet Guralp ..................  7
Conrad Zumhagen ..........................  7
Will Rogers & Katrina Bean .............  6
Doug Wathen & Amanda Kachur .....6
Jonathan Krueger ...........................  4
Rick & Joni Scherrer ........................  5
Phil & Nichole Mather ....................  4
Kenneth & Ian Thompson ...............  4
Scott & Jill-Maria Ferrier ..................3
Ricardo DeSouza .............................  2
John Van Dyk ..................................  2
George Lindquist ............................  1
Greg Mercier ..................................  1
Arin Puckett ....................................  1

Fred Cook
Brighton, MI
2015 Black 911 Carrera GTS Cabriolet

Marcel & Nanette Cote
Ypsilanti, MI
1978 911 Turbo

* Includes 300 Primary Members

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms 
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org.  Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA 
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. 
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834 
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing.  If you have questions or need additional information please contact  Glenn (810-227-
7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com). 

Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members.  Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.

Address Changes: If  you  change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director: 
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will 
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.

*  Please take note:  Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA 
national.

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
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Time With Tim Returns!!!
Story by Mike O’Rear with photos by Glenn Trapp

The 2017 season of Time With Time kicked off on Satur-
day, January 21 with a crowd of car-conversation-starved 
RSR members.  Arnie Speiker was the “expert of honor” 
and took the crowd through a discussion of power steer-
ing systems, starting with the basic hydraulic system and 
finishing with the modern electric assist systems.  The 
advantages of electric systems over hydraulic were ex-
plained and discussed.
 Not shown are pictures of the usual suspects stuffing 
themselves with coffee, rolls, bagels and other breakfast 
delights kindly provided by Rennstatt Racing and Arbor-
Motion.

Chuck Hartmeyer (right) was on hand with his new vinyl graph-
ics cutting equipment.  He is able to duplicate almost any image, 
logo, custom lettering or numbers that you could need.  He can 
be reached via email at onrailz@comcast.net.  His business name 
is ‘Splat Graphics’.  Chuck might also be on site at future Time 
with Tim tech sessions and is able to cut transfers and stickers 
on-site.
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

How to Kill Your Porsche
Of course none of us would knowingly try to kill their 
Porsche and yet some of us in subconscious ways are doing 
just that.   I have seen some of these things over the years 
and maybe my experience can help you avoid these pitfalls 
that if not checked can kill your Porsche.
 Let us start with how we start our car.  It is generally 
accepted that the initial start up of an engine accounts for 
the majority of normal wear on the internal components 
such as bearings and piston rings.  A trace amount of oil 
will remain on those surfaces of regularly used cars which 
minimizes wear.  But all oils have a tendency to wick away 
or evaporate over time.  A car that sits for long periods of 
time has virtually dry engine wearing surfaces on start up.  
Fresh clean oil does a much better job of protecting and 
tends to circulate better through oil pumps and oil pas-
sages.  Dirty or thick oil has a tendency to not flow and to 
clog up small oil passages.  So starting your car after it has 
sat for years with thick dirty oil becomes a prime way to kill 
your car.   Knowledgeable mechanics will often change oil 
of any car that has sat for a long period and may remove 
the spark plugs and fog the cylinders with oil.  They might 
even turn the motor over by hand and then without firing 
it to assure that the oil has circulated to the parts that need 
lubrication.   The best advice I can give is never start a car 
unless it is about to be driven and never drive hard until all 
components have warmed up.
 Neglecting maintenance is a sure way to kill your car.  
This is not unique to extensively used cars either.    At a past 
Gilson Motorsports tech meeting I heard a shocking story 
of the expense of restoring a museum car back to useful 
life.  Even with absolute minimal miles, thousands of dol-
lars were required to replace or rebuild parts that had bro-
ken down with age, including replacing most of the rubber 
parts that had deteriorated with time.  Electrical parts that 
have not had current passing through them are also sub-
ject to decay and corrosion.   Only time will tell as to how 
modern automotive computers decay.  The programs con-
tained in those computers should retain their functions but 
they are susceptible to error when voltage and amperage 
varies.  Some computers are designed to be self learning 
and it is not unheard of to see odd computer behavior and 
failure messages on cars that sit unused for long periods.  
Disconnecting the battery or even trickle charging it are not 
sure fire solutions.   The surest way to kill a battery is to let 
it lose all charge and build up internal sulfides which then 
short out the cells.

 When it comes to the body and interior there are sev-
eral ways to kill your car.   The prime thing to remember 
is that rust never sleeps.   You can extend that thought to 
include corrosion and interior material break down of plas-
tics and rubber parts, leathers, stitching and glues.   Short 
of enclosing the car in a hermetically sealed bag away from 
sunlight and ozone, even a well maintained car can be 
killed.  In most of these cases the restoration will be dif-
ficult and expensive and require specific expertise and rare 
skills.   Keep the car clean top and bottom, inside and out 
in a dry and moderate climate, preferably with a car cover 
but especially not on a dirt floor.  Repair of any damaged 
paint before rust becomes established is absolutely vital to 
the life of a car.  A neglected rust spot can actually create 
a rust hole if ignored.  Neglecting repairs has the effect of 
multiplying damage over time as one small defect leads to 
accepting other small defects until the car becomes unsal-
vageable, or dead. 
 Unfortunately the good intentions of restoring a car can 
end up in the death of that car.  Car projects have a nasty 
way of getting out of hand with ever expanding deadlines 
or objectives.  What may start out as a simple cleaning has 
sometimes resulted in a car that is more car pieces than 
a whole car.  The worst case is when the removed parts 
disappear, are sold off or sent off to an expert to restore 
and never come back.  The longer the time frame for the 
project the more likely it will end up as a dead car.  The 
size of the budget for car repair also plays a factor.  Unfor-
tunately it is often true that the higher priced models are 
more susceptible to death by time or budget.  Most people 
don’t realize that even though depreciation can bring the 
cost of a high priced model to attainable levels the costs 
of parts and maintenance does not depreciate and indeed 
often becomes more expensive or even unattainable.   
 So apart from the obvious catastrophes that can kill a 
car there are several avoidable mistakes that put cars in 
jeopardy.   Unless you are looking to own a “car statue”, 
drive your car even in moderation and never skimp on 
maintenance.  
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W.10 Mile Rd. Grand River Ave.

H
aggerty

Rd.

Grand River Ave.

W. 11 Mile Rd

H
alsted

Rd.

275 5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm

www.automarkcollision.com

AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car. 

Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other 

cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you. 

Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely 

turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.

When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,

bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –

and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,

cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return 

your vehicle to factory specifications.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
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Greetings PCA Zone 4 Members,
As winter is upon us, I am pleased to see that many regions 
are making an effort to encourage their membership to 
participate and stay involved this time of year.  Most of the 
regions have held their Planning Meetings to help estab-
lish a preliminary calendar of events.  A number of regions 
are holding events to welcome new members or introduce 
their newly elected officers. A few regions hold their holi-
day parties now as opposed to the end of the year, which is 
always so busy; while others have held fundraising events 
to help benefit their communities. This time of year many 
regions hold tech sessions, which are designed to help us 
better prepare for warmer days.  And as we start looking 
ahead, it’s the perfect time to begin planning your driving 
season.  
 Amongst the events already planned are numerous DEs.  
Zone 4 regions host Driver’s Education events from April 
through October.  These events are designed to provide 
a safe, structured, and controlled teaching and learning 
environment so that participants can improve their driv-
ing abilities and acquire a better understanding of vehicle 
dynamics and driving safety.  They take place at a number 
of tracks including Grattan, Indianapolis Motor Speedway, 
Mid-Ohio, Pitt Race, Putnam Park, Waterford Hills and Wat-
kins Glen; so why not consider attending one this year.
 Many regions have already opened enrollment for their  
DEs, and with Driver’s Education continuing to grow in pop-
ularity, more instructors are needed.   In the next few 
months, two National Instructor Training Sessions are 
scheduled.  The first will be on March 25, offered by ARPCA 
at Pitt Race, and the second will be on April 28, offered by 
CIR at Putnam Park, followed by a 2-day DE on April 29 and 
30.
 As region calendars firm up and events continue to be 
added, please remember to check your inboxes, region’s 
newsletter and website, as well as the Zone 4 website 
http://zone4.pca.org  for the most up to date information 
about events available to you.  Also, consider attending 
other regions’ events, such as:
• Southeast Michigan Region’s Monthly Board Meeting is 

February 2
• February 7 is Rally Sport Region’s Club Meeting at Karl’s 

Cabin in Plymouth
• Michiana Region’s Business Meeting at Dandino’s Sup-

per Club in Goshen is February 8
• February 9 is ARPCA’s Business Meeting at Fast Co.
• Join Maumee Valley Region members for dinner at the 

Black Pearl on February 9
• February 10 is Central Indian Region’s Valentine’s Din-

ner and Dance at the Orchard Ridge Country Club in Ft. 
Wayne.

• Mid Ohio Region’s New Member Social at the Hofbrau-
haus in Columbus is February 11

• February 14 is Ohio Valley Region’s Monthly Board 
Meeting and Member Social

• Western Michigan Region’s Winterfest 2017 is February 
18 at the Cascade Hills Country Club

• February 25 is Motor-Stadt Region’s Annual Holiday Par-
ty at the Spartan Hall of Fame Café

If you have any questions or comments please feel free to 
contact me at MSoriano.ZoneRep@gmail.com

Thanks,
Michael

Around The Zone
By Michael Soriano

Zone 4 Representative
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On my way to the Philadelphia airport a few of weeks ago 
the Taxi Driver and I were discussing cars and the automo-
tive industry in general when he asked me what car I would 
recommend he get for his teenaged child.  I’ve been asked 
this question a lot so after my standard initial response 
of “why do you want to give them a car”, we moved onto 
my opinions about what his considerations and concerns 
should be.
 Do they like to drive?  Why would you contemplate giv-
ing your teenager a car if they aren’t even comfortable 
with driving in the first place?  Simply monitoring their per-
formance from the right seat should give you some indica-
tion of their comfort and anxiety levels while behind the 
wheel.  If they aren’t relaxed, if they aren’t able to concen-
trate, don’t just sluff it off.  Confidence behind the wheel 
takes time, more time for some and a lot more time for 
others.  Help them at their own pace with calmness and pa-
tience.  No yelling, no panicking, just constructive and help-
ful critiques.  Conversely is your teen driver overconfident, 
always in a hurry, easily distracted, careless, or inattentive?  
Be judgmental, very judgmental.  Don’t turn them loose on 
the roads if you don’t think they are responsible enough, 
mature enough, or mentally prepared enough for the re-
sponsibilities and demands of operating a car.  I’m always 
disappointed by the number of parents I know whose pri-
mary reason for giving their teen a car is so that they (the 
parent) don’t have to continue providing that teen and/or 
their younger siblings with transportation services.  Wrong, 
don’t let or make them drive solo if they aren’t ready for it 
and that judgement by the way rests on you regardless of 
whether or not they have their license.  Is it that much of 
an inconvenience to make sure they get safely to and from 
the activities you probably encouraged them to participate 
in?  
 Causation, Prevention, and Protection are the three 
things you need to be considering.  The protection portion 
of this triumvirate can be found in the crashworthiness and 
occupant protection requirements that every vehicle sold 
by OEM’s in the US domestic market must meet.  An enor-
mous amount of time, effort, and money is spent on de-
signing and developing collision energy management and 
safety restraint systems for the modern car, but other than 
the seat belts; the presence and ultimate performance of 
these systems and features remain essentially invisible to 
the driver.  In fact, our ultimate goal is to avoid ever having 
to put the performance and capability of those systems to 

the test. Prevention, or perhaps more accurately interven-
tion, is one of the keys to achieving that goal.  It is well doc-
umented and demonstrated driver aids such as ABS and 
stability controls provide preventative intervention to help 
drivers avoid or at least mitigate the severity of a potential 
loss of vehicle control.  These systems are very robust and 
very effective, but they do have performance limits and will 
not necessarily overcome input factors such as poor judge-
ment, driver distraction, bad visibility, or slipshod mainte-
nance such as worn out brakes, tires, and wiper blades.  
 That brings us to Causation.  According to the NHTSA 
(published February 2015), the critical reason or causation 
for 94% of crashes can be assigned to the driver. 

https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublica-
tion/812115

 Setting aside the obvious need for seat time, experi-
ence, and professional driver training, (High School drivers’ 
education is NOT enough training to be proficient) let’s talk 
about vehicle selection in terms of the human machine in-

Buyers’ Ed
By RSR Member and Regular Contributor Robert (Skip) Kuhn
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terface (HMI).  For our teenaged driver, this means select-
ing a vehicle that enables increased focus and concentra-
tion while reducing workload, distractions, and stress while 
driving.

Are they comfortable driving the car? 
Bigger is not necessarily safer if they aren’t comfortable 
or confident driving that giant SUV you’ve picked out for 
them.  Many drivers, me included, prefer to drive smaller 
vehicles.  Broaden their experience and let them develop 
their own preferences by exposing them to a variety of ve-
hicle types and sizes prior to and even after getting their 
license. 

Are they comfortable in the car? 
How comfortable are they with their outward vision in all 
directions once they have the seat positioned?  Are the A-
pillars interfering with their line of sight of when checking 
for cross traffic?  Can they comfortably reach and operate 
all of the controls when positioned with their back against 
the seat?  This includes floor mounted shifters.  You should 
not have to lean forward in the seat to operate the con-
trols. Are they comfortable with the steering and braking 
feel and efforts?  The more comfortable they are, the bet-
ter their concentration and focus will be.  Take your time to 
find the right fit. 

Minimize Distractions
Avoid Touch screens and complicated multi-functional 
digital displays.  Yes it’s tough now a days but it can be ac-
complished.  Look for simple touch intuitive controls for 
systems such as the HVAC.  3 simple giant detented knobs 
are good, digital dual zone controls with lots of buttons 
and electronic displays are not.  Anything that requires the 
driver to repeatedly divert their gaze from the road ahead 
increases the risk of a collision, the simpler the better.  Also 
keep in mind that even “hands free” phone calls are a de-
monstrable driver distraction.  Tell them all calls should 
wait until they get where they are going.  

Manual Transmissions
Having them drive a manual transmission is my personal 
recommendation but I’ll admit I’m only batting 50% with 
my own children.  Two of them prefer it, two of them don’t, 
but all of them know how to do it.  Even if your teenager 
doesn’t warm up to the idea of driving a stick on a daily 
basis, at least make sure they DO learn how to drive one.  
Driving a manual transmission (that means the kind with 3 
pedals!) will keep their limbs, eyes, and concentration en-
gaged in the task of driving.   It’s the car equivalent of them 
learning how to play an instrument.  It’s good for their 
brains and their confidence behind the wheel.

Photo from Porsche North America website.
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CARS FOR SALE  

2002 Porsche Boxster:  Mileage: 125,000 (avg 8K/year) NO 
Winters! Transmission: 
5-speed manual. Exte-
rior: Lapis Blue Metallic.
Interior: Graphite Gray 
Leather. Condition: Clean, 
meticulously maintained 
with complete docu-
mentation, no accidents, 

Very minor exterior scratches and minimal interior wear. 
Aftermarket options: 18” Porsche turbo twist wheels (have 
original wheels), new Michelin PSS. Recently replaced 
parts: Back window, water pump, brakes, fluids, filters, 
HVAC screen. Asking price: $12,900 OBO. Email: phil@phil-
matherracing.com Phone: 734-476-0617 (12/16)

2008 911 Turbo Cabriolet:  One owner, garage kept vehi-
cle that has never seen 
rain or snow, and has 
been 100% dealer main-
tained. All wheel drive, 
Tiptronic S, full leather 
interior, Bose Sound Sys-

tem and Navigation.  Perfect condition with 11,095 miles.  
Asking $79,500. Call or text Bob Hlavaty at 313-805-7208. 
(08/16)

2008 Cayman S:  70K Miles. Enthusiast owned, always ga-
raged, and never driven in 
winter.   Meteor grey me-
tallic exterior with stone 
grey interior.  6 spd manual 
(new clutch).  Options in-
clude “Preferred Package” 
(matching floor mats, colored 

Porsche crest wheel caps, Bose high end sound, rain sensing 
wipers, automatic day/night mirrors),  heated/power seats 
with memory, Bi-Xenon Headlamps Package (auto leveling), 
auto climate control and 19 inch Carrera Classic wheels.  Full 
service records since purchased Certified Pre-owned at 18K.  
Moving to a right hand drive country and I am unable to 
take it with me sadly.   Asking $29K.  Email me at benedic-
twd@gmail.com. (08/16)

OTHER ITEMS

Deka Battery: DeKa ETX30L AGM lightweight(23lb), com-
pact battery, 7”H, 6”W, 5”D. 400 cold cranking amps.
Used 3 mo. $50. Email: aos2@comcast.net (10/16)

Wheels: 4-Zinik Rims & Fierce Tires: 18” Chrome Wheels, 
10-Spoke, Two 5-Lug Mounting Patterns; mounted on HP 
225/40R18 88H Tires, Basically Brand New. Price: $1200.00.  
4-Porsche Turbo Twist Polished Aluminum 18” Rims & Tires: 
Front: 8x18-Rims with Sumitomo HTRZII 235/40ZR/18 91Y 
Tires. Rear: 11x18-Rims with Sumitomo HTRZII 275/35ZR/18 
95W Tires. Less than 2000-miles on tires which have a very 
wide thread-width and a great thread pattern. Includes 4-an-
tique solid polished aluminum stamped center caps with 
the Porsche Crest. Price: $2800.00.  Pirelli PZero Asimmet-
rico Tires only: 2-Front: 225/40ZR/18, 2-Rear: 295/30ZR/18. 
Tires only; maybe 8-yrs old a little hard plenty of thread left 
for abuse, best offer.  Call or Text: Wes @ 248-425-1112 in 
South, Lyon, MI for pictures, pick-up only. (08/16)

Chatterbox Tandem Communicator Kit for DE: Recharge-
able battery. Includes AC adapter, student headset and 
microphones. Excellent condition. New price: $120. Asking 
$60. Andy 734-718-6432. (07/16)

Cobra Sebring Pro Race Seat for sale: 2009 model. Excellent 
condition. $1k new. $450 OBO. Andy 734-718-6432. (07/16)
 
Engine lift table: Harbor Freight 1000 lb. capacity hydraulic 
table cart. Used condition. New price $260. Asking $120. 
Andy 734-718-6432. (07/16)

997 GT3 Parts: I am parting out a 2007 997 GT3 with 7,506 
miles. I had an accident at a Drivers’ Education event in 
September that resulted in a slow roll. The car was totaled, 
but many parts are being parted/sold from this great car. 
Outer two front radiator assemblies. $1,750. Rear motor 
mounts. $600 pair. Four piece Rennsport aluminum pedal 
set. Adjustable throttle piece. $300 set. Shifter assembly 
with e-brake assembly. Alcantara. $1,950. Windshield wip-
er assembly with wipers. $250. Navigation GPS box. $350. 
Hood. Lightweight. $1,200.  Hood opener assembly. $250. 
Front suspension assembly including OEM coil over shocks 
& steering rack. $3,500. Right rear suspension including coil 
over shock and half shaft. $1,200. Left rear suspension in-

C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
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cluding coil over shock and half shaft. Broken lower arms. 
$500. 3 sets new Pirelli race slicks. 6 rear 295/680/19 and 6 
front 235/645/19. $3,000 firm for all or $1,250 per set of 4. 
Total available: 8 rears and 6 fronts. Four Victor Racing 19” 
wheels with used slicks. Silver. $1,200. 7” front with a  total 
offset from the inner lip of 6 7/16”. 11” rear with a total 
offset from the inner lip of 7 ½”. All items must be prepaid. 
Shipping is extra. I have photos of most items and a video 
of the engine running. Reasonable offers will be accepted, 
especially if bundling parts. Contact Tom Green at 734-417-
0030 or paragonsvc@aol.com. (12/15)

Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call 
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/16) 

WANTED ITEMS

911 Seats:  Looking for a set of seats for my ‘86 911.  Can be 
in need of restoration as long as the foam is in good shape.  
Interested in something with good thigh/kidney bolster 
support for track days but no fixed backs to keep my wife 
happy on tour days. 80’s Recaro’s (doesn’t have to be from 
Porsche) or “sport” seats would be preferred.  Would like 
to keep cost low.  Contact g.roberson567@yahoo.com with 
offers. (3/16)

R

TEAM ILLUMINATA MOTORSPORT

teamilluminata.com

http://www.motorsportreg.com-
/events/2017-rrr-pca-fiesta-new--
mexico-hilton-santa-fe-historic--
plaza-roadrunner-027901
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43706 Utica Rd / Sterling Heights / 48314 / 586.991.2455 

 Compromise is for politicians 
When you’re ready to take your sports car to 
the next level, we’re ready to help. Tailored 
vehicle development for the enthusiast    
unwilling to compromise.  Contact us today.  
contactvrp@vrperformance.com 
www.vrperformance.com 
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Members & Visitor Present: Kevin Kral, Vigen Darian, Don 
Darnell, Sebastian Gaeta, Conrad Zumhagen, Matt Huber, 
David Bates, Frank Kunick, Wes Rozan, Ryan Boertman, Tim 
Boertman, Beth Trollman, Tom Bloom, Mike O’Rear – Editor 
and Glenn Trapp-Historian/Membership.

Call to Order:  Tim Pott called the meeting to order at 7:05PM 
at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth.

President’s Report: Tim Pott reported that the Holiday party 
was a huge success.  Tim delivered the gifts to Motts on Mon-
day.  This was one of the biggest donations that they received 
during the year.  Tim also wants to measure the interest in the 
Karting event.  Glenn will send out another email blast to the 
membership.

Meeting Minutes: November minutes were reviewed.  Mo-
tion: To approve meeting minutes passed unanimously.

Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the November 
report. Motion: To approve financial report passed unani-
mously.  REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to 
any RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn 
(burghard.linn@gmail.com). 

Insurance Report:  Jim Dowty will get the certificates ready 
for the next Time with Tim event.

Advertising Report: Mike O’Rear stated that we get more 
funds with ¼ page ads.  The club needs to decide if we should 
increase our fees for our ½ pages ads.  Mike will investigate 
the other clubs and their fees.

Membership:  Glenn Trapp stated that the club has 298 mem-
bers.  5 non-renewals and 2 new members.

Track Report:  No report.  Glenn will need details to add our 
dates to PCA site.
 
Newsletter:  Mike O’Rear has not set a date for content to 
support the February issue.

Events Committee: 
• Jan 29:  Karting (non-RSR Event).  JD Karting – Host Axel 

Schmidt RSVP required by Dec. 15.
• TBD:  Spring trip -Auburn Cord Museum – Host Matt and 

Zack Huber.
• Sept:  Soaring with RSR Tri-Hosts:  Dave Finch, Peter Grant 

and John Kytasty

New Business:  Election Results:  Peter Grant and Axel Schmidt 
were reelected.  Jeremy Goddard and Kevin Kral were elected 
to the board.

Old Business:  None

Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at 
7:36PM.
Minutes taken by:  Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary

Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, December 6, 2016
Tim Pott:  President........................................................... Present
Peter Grant: Vice-President .............................................. Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer .................................................. Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary ........................................... Present
Dave Cooper:  Events Committee ..................................... Present
Rick Mammel: Past President & Advertising ...................... Absent  

Jim Dowty:  Insurance Chair .............................................. Present
John Kytasty ...................................................................... Present 
Dan Kantrow ..................................................................... Present
Tom Krueger:  Track Registrar ........................................... Present
Axel Schmidt ...................................................................... Absent 

https://www.pca.org/porsche-panorama-mobile-apps
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For those who have followed my musings from the start, 
you may remember that in my first installment I com-
mented on the depth and breadth of knowledgeable “car 
guys” we have in the club, and that I felt very humbled 
to be part of such a knowledgeable group. You may also 
remember that I’ve been fortunate enough to own (in se-
rial fashion) a number of Porsches…all of which have been 
serviced by our venerable President, Tim Pott.
 I spent my wrench time fixing/updating my BMW club 
racer, and with over 15 years of racing, I had certainly 
had my share of broken engines, from broken rockers to 
broken valves to broken blocks (wow…you can see right 
through it!). I favored the little 2.0L four-cylinder engines 
and from the multiple re-builds/refreshes I did over the 
years, knew them pretty well. Actually…real well! 
 Well, the race car is sold, and I’ve decided it’s time for 
me to learn how to put a wrench to a Porsche…in this 
case, my 1985 3.2L Carrera. With eager anticipation, I 
planned all summer for the winter “wrenching” project…
a top end rebuild (prompted in part by our illustrious 
past president’s remark about the clouds of smoke I was 
leaving behind when he happened to follow me out to 
the MSU botanical gardens). It’s now the middle of Janu-
ary and it’s difficult to walk around the garage for all the 
Porsche parts (new, old, clean, dirty) in there, along with 
the car itself…stuck as it is in the ignoble pose of having 
it’s rear end stuck up in the air!
 For those of you who have on one or more occasions 
been up to your elbows in the rearward workings of your 
Porsche 911, this may be boring to you. But for me, this is 
and will continue to be an incredible learning experience. 
I had no idea how different and clever Porsche engineer-
ing is, and how complex an air-cooled, boxter configured 
6 cylinder engine is. For those who’ve done it, I suppose it 
seems “trivial” to get the engine ready to drop out of the 
car. Just a few things to undo. RIGHT! Part of the fun/frus-
tration has been the aspect of “flying blind” here. There 
are manuals and blogs and YouTube videos to be sure…
but it just isn’t the same as actually digging in and figuring 
how things come apart.
 For example, it wasn’t until I had literally twisted off the 
connector on the wiring harness that connects it to the 
oil pressure sensor that I realized the little tab extending 
down from the connector was actually holding it in place. 
Well, how could I have known since the dumb thing isn’t 
even visible to the naked eye! Figuring out which parts of 

the accelerator linkage were held in place by a pin vs. just 
pressed on/off was fun too. It wasn’t until after I had man-
aged to undo all the hoses/vacuum lines that attach to 
the back (front) of the engine and snake their way behind 
it over to the oil tank area that Tim Pott told me it was 
easier to undo them over at the oil tank area and drop 
them out with the engine. DUH!
 Well, in spite of it all, the engine did come out, as 
shown here resting precariously on the floor jack.  At this 

point, except for it’s connections to the car, it is complete. 
Well, a little bit(?) of wrenching gets the top (intake) side 

of things off…the intake manifold, the fan, the alternator, 
and the shroud. Surprisingly, at this point in the process 

From the Back Seat
 By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant
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I’ve produced a significant pile of “parts” (911 Parts). Who 
would have thought all that stuff was nestled all around 
the top of this engine?! But now it’s time to put it up on 
the engine stand.

 So with all of the “stuff” out of the way, we have 
studs. Lots and lots of studs. And we’re not talking about 
the 6-pack abs types who frolic at bachelorette parties. 
We’re talking ugly, dirty, rusty shafts of steel (no, no pun 
intended) that have nuts of varying kinds on them that 
haven’t been moved in 32 years. Twelve are holding the 
exhaust/heat exchanger to the bottom of the heads, and 
twenty-four are holding the heads and cylinders to the 
case. (Yes, these are the puppies that break and you find 
the bad news when you take the valve covers off to do a 
valve adjustment.) Things that have been stationary for 32 
years tend not to want to move, but WD-40, heat, a long 
½” breaker bar, an “easy out” or two, some creativity, and 
a bit of muscle eventually prevail and pretty soon we’re 
down to the case (see below).

Stay tuned as I turn the corner from disassembly to reas-
sembly. New parts are arriving every day. Dirty parts are 
being cleaned (see Airbox Detail). Someone asked if I’d 
taken a lot of pictures as I took things apart. HA, I laugh. 
And then I look again at that huge pile of “parts” and 
wonder how in the world I’m going to remember how it 
all goes back together? But then I recall…we’ve got a club 
full of “car guys” who’ve done this before. Hello! Help!

See you next month.

LET’S JUST SAY WE 
LOOK BOTH WAYS 
BEFORE WE LOOK 

BOTH WAYS.

LET’S JUST SAY WE 
LOOK BOTH WAYS 
BEFORE WE LOOK 

BOTH WAYS.

DAVID C. YU 
VICE PRESIDENT, BCM 

SENIOR FINANCIAL ADVISOR, RJFS

123 N. Ann Arbor Street  //  Saline, MI 48176 
T 734.429.3971  //  TF 888.372.0332  //  F 734.429.2426 

david.yu@raymondjames.com

Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA / SIPC. 
Investment advisory services offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc.
BCM is not a registered broker/dealer, nor is it affiliated with Raymond James Financial Services. 
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